OCEAN
MARINE

Pioneer understands the complex risks that
face maritime businesses today. We’re known
for providing tailored solutions for these
complex risks, as well as delivering on our
commitment to long-term partnerships with
brokers and our policyholders.
Pioneer offers Hull & Machinery and Protection
& Indemnity (P&I) coverages for many types of
vessels, as well as General Liability and Excess
Liability for maritime businesses of all types. Our
philosophy is to offer a broad product to ensure
that our policyholders have no gaps in coverage
Target Classes
——Ship Repairers
——Shipyards
——Marine Contractors
——Marine Terminals
——Port Authorities
——Marine Transportation
——Tug & Barge Operators
——Fishing Vessel Operators
——Municipal Vessels
——Research Vessels
——Wharf Owners
——Stevedores

Coverage Highlights
——Coverage can be Following Form Excess or
Bumbershoot Liability
——Capacity is $5,000,000
——We will entertain 100% of bumbershoot policies
sitting over MGL coverage
Hull & Machinery / Protection & Indemnity
——Coverage as per industry-accepted policy forms
——Various limits available
Marine General Liability
We offer one of the most comprehensive Marine
General Liability forms in the industry. Based on
the ISO form, we offer these thoughtful coverage
extensions to address the specific needs of
maritime businesses:
——Broad contractual liability, including
——Action Over
——Operation of Watercraft
——No Care, Custody and Control Exclusion
——The watercraft exclusion has been tailored
to dovetail seamlessly with the Assured’s
P&I coverage
——Blanket Additional Insured & Waiver
of Subrogation
——Sudden & Accidental Pollution Coverage
——Miscellaneous Property Protection for tools, etc.
——Limit: $1,000,000 per occurrence
——Aggregate Limit: $2,000,000
——No minimum premium

Ocean Marine

Why Pioneer?

We want to work with you

——Exceptional customer service from
experienced underwriters

Zach McAbee
Head of Ocean Marine

——Comprehensive coverage

O: +1 206 395 2023
M: +1 206 319 3326
zach.mcabee@pioneeruw.com

——Underwriting flexibility
——Competitive pricing
——Reasonable deductibles
——Responsive claims management
——Proactive problem-solving philosophy

Peter Sandler
Vice President

——Lloyd’s of London capacity, which carries
an A.M. Best rating of A(Excellent) XV

T: +1 206 395 2024
peter.sandler@pioneeruw.com

P.O. Box 1843
Seattle, WA 98111
pioneeruw.com
This broker communication is for information purposes only. The coverage afforded by the products
described herein is subject to and governed by the terms and conditions of each policy issued.
This information may not be used to modify any policy that might be issued. The products described are
underwritten by various carriers including certain underwriters at Lloyd’s and are only available on a surplus
lines basis through licensed surplus lines brokers. The publication and delivery of this information is not
intended to be a solicitation for the purchase of insurance on any US risk.

